Steroids and orbital blowout fractures--a new systematic concept in medical management and surgical decision-making.
Thirty-eight patients with computed tomography (CT)-proven orbital fractures and diplopia were studied prospectively to determine the efficacy of steroids in the medical management of orbital fractures. The protocol is based on double-blind assignments to steroid (ST) and non-steroid (NT) treatment groups. Outcome analysis was based on sorting fractures into three CT classes: I-without soft tissue prolapse (n = 15); II-with soft tissue prolapse (n = 14); and III-CT evidence of inferior rectus entrapment (n = 9). Results included resolution of diplopia without surgery in both ST and NT groups in CT classes I and II. Median time course of resolution was compressed to less than 5 days in the ST treatment group, however, versus 13 days in the nontreatment group. All fractures in class III had residual diplopia with five of nine patients having surgical results that were enhanced in the ST treatment group. In addition, enophthalmos was unmasked in the ST treatment group within 1 week of treatment versus 5 months without treatment. A protocol for medical management and surgical decision-making in blowout fracture is presented.